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The Need for AGN Feedback	

NEED TO SUPPRESS STAR FORMATION IN MASSIVE GALAXIES
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The Need for AGN Feedback	

FEEDBACK FROM STARS IS NOT ENOUGH
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Ø Include: 
Ø Stellar feedback (including AGBs & Ia’s)	

Ø “Gravitational” heating (clumps, shocks)	

Ø MHD & conduction	


!
Still no quenching!

Robert Feldmann
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Quenching: Don’t Trust Models that Don’t Do Stars Right	

SMALL GALAXIES BECOME BIG GALAXIES

“Decoupled Winds” (Sub-Grid) Following Explicit Feedback



Do Cold Flows Fuel BHs?

NO!



Inflow from Cosmological Scales To Galaxies

50 kpc
Bellovary+ ‘13

Outer accretion disk: 
Log(j) ~ -2



Do Mergers Fuel BHs?

NO!



Do Disk Instabilities Fuel BHs?

NO!



• If BHs trace spheroids, then  
   *most* mass added in violent  
   events that also build bulges

• Galaxy merger: good way to  
     get lots of gas to small scales!

Komossa (NGC 6240)

F. Summers



• BUT, disk instabilities/random  
    nuclear gas motions are really common 

Komossa (NGC 6240)

F. Summers

• Extrapolate from ~10 pc to  
      BH accretion rates



Tidal torques ⇒ large, rapid gas inflows (e.g. Barnes & Hernquist 1991)Triggers Starbursts (e.g. Mihos & Hernquist 1996)
Fuels Rapid BH Growth?  
(e.g. Di Matteo et al., PFH et al. 2005)
Large-scale simulation: 	

  follow gas to sub-kpc scales

Now: 	

  Re-simulate  
   central kpc at  
   high-res	

  Follow gas to  
    ~10 pc

Continue,  
   re-simulate  
   central regions,  
   down to 0.1pc 
   resolution



But we’re still a long way from the BH!

0-1-2-3-4
BH Radius !
of Influence

↵ DiskRschw

Merger

Bar

Bar within Bar within Bar
m=1 modes in torusMRI…ish!



Bars w/in Bars	

(Shlosman et al. 1989)	


!

“It’s Bars all the Way Down ...”

More accurately ...	

!

“It’s Non-axisymmetric 	

Features all the Way Down ...”	


(PFH & Quataert 2010)
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Figure 1. Morphology of the gas in a standard simulation, in face-on (x,y; left), side-on (x, z; middle), and cylindrical (R, z; right) projections. The time
(⇡ 3Myr since the beginning of the simulation) is ⇡ 150 (8) orbital periods at 1pc (10 pc). Brightness encodes projected gas density (increasing with density;
logarithmically scaled with a ⇡ 6dex stretch); color encodes gas temperature with blue material being T . 1000K molecular gas, pink ⇠ 104 � 105 K warm
ionized gas, and yellow & 106 K hot gas. Top: Simulation with stellar, but no AGN feedback (no_BAL in Table 1). A multiphase disk forms; it is mostly
molecular inside the central ⇠ 200pc, with heating by HII regions very localized to small ionized “bubbles” and heating by SNe restricted to low-density
regions where it can vent vertically. The central ⇠ 10 pc develops a stellar+gas accretion disk dominated by m = 1 modes. Bottom: Same, with broad-
absorption line winds (v5000). The winds blow out a polar cavity and generate an expanding shell in-plane, with occasional self-gravitating clumps sinking
through to the center. Feedback is eventually evacuates the entire nuclear region.

We consider a BH (initial MBH = 3 ⇥ 107 M�) in a Hern-
quist (1990) stellar bulge (Mbulge = 1010 M�, isotropic orbits and
scale-length a = 1.7kpc) and halo (Mhalo = 2 ⇥ 1012 M�, with
virial radius, concentration, and velocity appropriate at z = 0). The
BH is surrounded by an exponential nuclear disk of gas and stars
(scale-lengths hg = 25pc and h⇤ = 10pc, Mg = 8⇥ 107 M� and
M⇤ = 2.6⇥ 107 M�, respectively; stellar disk with vertical sech2

profile and dispersions such that Q = 1, gas disk initially ther-
mally supported with h/R = 0.2). We use ⇡ 0.6⇥107 gas particles
(⇡ 20M� masses) with force softening ✏= 0.02pc.

The initial gas disk contains ⇡ 0.6⇥ 107 particles; the initial
gas particle mass is ⇡ 20M� (we consider a limited resolution
comparison in Appendix D). The force softening for the BH, gas,
and star particles is set to ✏= 0.02 pc, with minimum SPH smooth-
ing length = 0.1 times this. We note that all simulations employ
the more sophisticated formulation of artificial viscosity described
in Morris & Monaghan (1997), which greatly reduces numerical
dissipation away from shocks relative to earlier implementations
(see e.g. Rosswog et al. 2000; Price 2008).

2.2 Cooling, Star Formation, & Stellar Feedback

Gas follows an atomic cooling curve with additional fine-structure
cooling to 10 K, allowing for the photo-ionizing background com-
puted in Faucher-Giguère et al. (2008) and gas self-shielding.
Metal-line cooling is followed species-by-species for 11 tracked

species as in Wiersma et al. (2009a,b). The enrichment for each
species is followed with the appropriate time dependence with the
metal flux directly attached to the mass, momentum and energy
flux from stellar winds and SNe Types Ia & II. Star formation is
allowed only in dense, molecular, self-gravitating regions above
n > 104 cm�3. We follow Krumholz & Gnedin (2011) to calculate
the molecular fraction fH2 in dense gas as a function of local col-
umn density and metallicity, and allow SF only from molecular gas.
Gas which is locally self-gravitating, i.e. has ↵ ⌘ �v2 �r/Gmgas(<
�r)< 1 on the smallest available scale (�r being our force softening
or smoothing length) forms stars at a rate ⇢̇⇤ = ⇢mol/tff (i.e. 100%
efficiency per free-fall time); non-self gravitating material does not
form stars.

When stars form, stellar feedback is included from a variety
of mechanisms. These include: (1) Local momentum flux from ra-
diation pressure, supernovae, and stellar winds (the direct momen-
tum in these mechanisms is coupled locally, tabulated directly for
a single SSP for each star particle as a function of age and metal-
licity, with flux directed from the stellar center; the radiation pres-
sure includes local re-scattering of IR re-emitted photons). (2) Su-
pernovae shock-heating, associated with individual time-resolved
SNe that occur in a given timestep according the age & metallicity-
dependent rates of Type-I and Type-II SNe (the appropriate me-
chanical luminosity of the ejecta is added to the neighboring parti-
cles; the expansion phases of SNe are usually resolved). (3) Gas re-
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Revisiting Accretion	

INCLUDING:	

      RESOLUTION = 0.01 pc, 10 Msun	

      STELLAR FEEDBACK	

      COOLING (10K - 1e10 K)	

      COMPTON HEATING	

      PHOTOIONIZATION FROM BH+STARS	

      RADIATION PRESSURE 
      ACCRETION DISK WINDS



Simulation (Ṁ < 0)

Large-scale inflows	

HOW DO WE APPROXIMATE IT?

Ø Do we understand inflow to  
    sub-pc scales?

PFH & Quataert 2009,10,11
Levine, Gnedin, Kravtsov 09,10
Mayer, Callegari, 09,10

Torrey & PFH, in prep



Simulation

“classical” Bondi rate

Ṁ =
4⇡G2 M2

BH ⇢

c3s

Large-scale inflows	

HOW DO WE APPROXIMATE IT?

Torrey & PFH, in prep



“Turbulent Viscosity”:

Ṁ = 3⇡ ↵�2 ⌃⌦�1

Large-scale inflows	

HOW DO WE APPROXIMATE IT?

Torrey & PFH, in prep



Gravitational Torques:
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Large-scale inflows	

HOW DO WE APPROXIMATE IT?

Torrey & PFH, in prep



What Does This Lead To?



 Log(L/Lsun)

Ø Observed luminosity function: mix of populations with different triggering, evolution

“Blowout” 	

  (Bright  
    Mergers)

“Fading” Mergers  
  (post-starburst  
     spheroids)

“Seyferts” 	

 (disk-dominated, 	

   secular/minor 	

   mergers)

“Dead” Bulges 	

 (stellar wind/hot 	

   gas halo accretion)
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Statistical “association” between accretion & host dynamics

Hopkins, Kocevski, & Bundy ‘13



Statistical “association” between accretion & host dynamics

Hopkins, Kocevski, & Bundy ‘13



0.005 ṀbulgeAngles-Alcazar et al. 2013

Does This Matter on Large Scales?	

GRAVITATIONAL TORQUES VS. BONDI IN COSMOLOGICAL SIMS



Summary
Ø Gravitational instabilities CAN power luminous BHs (~10 Msun/yr)! Really!	


• New accretion rate estimator: neither viscous nor Bondi	
!!!!!
Ø “Stuff within Stuff”: Cascade of instabilities with diverse morphology	


• > 10 kpc            ::   Cold flows  

• ~ 0.1 - 10 kpc    ::   Mergers (high-LBH)  
                               “Stochastic” disk-fueling (low-LBH)  

• ~ 10 - 100 pc     ::   Nuclear “Messiness” (bars, spirals, clumps, feedback)  

• ~ 0.1 - 10 pc      ::   Lopsided Disks (star-gas exchange)  

• < 0.1 pc             ::   alpha-disk (?)	
!!!!!!!
Ø Does accretion or feedback set BH-host relations?	


• Feedback may only need to ‘kick out’ material


